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On 1-16.84 at 1522 the Reactor Protection System initiated a reactor scram when the
turbine generator tripped due to low vacuum. The reactor was manually isolated from the
condenser because vacuum deteriorated very raoidly. Pressure increased to about 10500sta

Two sub-at which point a safety relief valve (SRV) lif ted in the oressure relief mode.
sequent manual actuations of an SRV were required before RCIC was capable of controlling

Reactor water level decreased to about +2" and was initially repained by
oressure.
feedwater to +54.5" which is the hi level trip for the feed pumo. Water inventory was
subsequently maintained by RCIC. No ECCS or PCIS initiations were reauired and no main-
tenance or testing was in progress tha't made the transient more severe.

The loss of vacuum occurred because the rubber boot seal which forms an exoansion joint -The
boundary between the "C" low pressure turbine and the "C" condenser hood ruotured.

- boot' seal was ove4 heated and subsequently failed when an extraction steam expansion
loc *ated inside the condenser failed thereby causing steam to inoince on the metaljoint

shield protectino'the boot seal. The boot seal was replaced and the extraction steam
line was capped until a replacement expansion joint could be obtained,
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1. EVENT DESCRIPTION:

At 1522 en 1-16-84 wi th Unit One reactor at 80% power, the Turbine Generator
(TA) tripped on low vacuum. The Turbine Stop Valves (TA, TSV) close in response
to a turbine trip which in turn caused a reactor scram upon receiot of the Reactor
Protection System (JC, RPS) sional indicatino the Turbine Stop Valves were less
than or equal to 95% open with reactor power greater than 30%. Condenser vacuum
deteriorated rapidly so the Main Steam Isolation Valves, (SB, MSIV) were closed
to isolate the reactor from the condenser. A loss of circulatina water (HN. CW).

also occurred at this time when the CW pumps tripped during the automatic transfer-

of their power supply. from the normal to the alternate source.

Reacto'r pressure was controlled via Safety Relief Valve (SB, SRV) operation and
the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling system (BN, RCIC). SRV E automatically lif edt

in the pressure relief mode at about 1050 psig and SRV F was manually ooerated
two more times at which point RCIC was operating and able to control reactor
pressure.

Reactor water level was controlled with the Feedwater System (SJ, FV) and RCIC.
The 1 A and IB Turbine Driven Reactor Feed Pumps (TDRFP) lost their steam suoply
when the MSIV's were closed so the Motor Driven Reactor Feed Pumo (MDRFP) was

The minimum re'ctor water level was aboutmanually started to orovide makeup. a

+2" and increased to +54.5" at which. point the MDRFP tripped on hi water level .

No Primary Containment isolation System (JM, PCIS) group isolations or Emergency
Core Cooling System (JE, ECCS) actuations were required.

. .

II. CAUSE:

A. LOSS'0F VACUUM

An , inspection of the condenser determined the loss of vacuun occurred because the
rubber boot seal on the ."C" hood was overheated and then failed when a 16"
Extraction Steam (SE, ES) expansion joint, ESISM, ruptured and allowed extraction
steam to heat the bcot seal. The boot seal acts as an expansion joint between the
Low Pressure Turbine and the condenser and is a boundary for condenser vacuum.
Pressure indication for the 14C Low Pressure Heater (SM) fed by this ES line was
much lower than that of the 14A and 14B Low Pressure Heaters with the same cres-
su're extrahtion steam f rom the A and B Low Pressure Turbines. The low pressure was* *

thbught to be caused by a hole in one of three expansion joints in this line but'

couldn't be verified because they were located inside the condenser. This pos,sible
situation was evaluated and it was determined that turbine operation could con-
tinue. Af ter the condenser inspection above, it was postulated that a turbine
trip f rom 80%, reactor power on 1-13-84 may have Jarred this extraction line enough
to totally rupture the leaking expansion joint. This allowed steam to impinge on

.

the metal shield protecting the rubber seal and subsequently produce an over ten-
perature condition that caused the seal to fail. The 16" exoansion joint is

,

manuf actu red by Temp Flex. -

'

B. LOSS OF CIRCULATING WATER TO CONDENSER

,g,....g
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During plant ooerations two transformers provide electrical power for Unit 1

(U-1). These are the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (EL, UAT) which is fed from the
U-1 Generator and the System Auxilliary Transformer (SAT) which is fed from the
Edison electrical grid (off site oower) . Bus 141X (EA) orovides the electrical
feeds for l A and IC CW pumps and its normal feed is the U.AT and its alternate feed
is the SAT. When the U-1 Generator trips a low voltage condition to Bus 141X will
initlate a bus transfer sequence which trips the UAT feed to 141X and then closes
the SAT feed. The CW pumps are synchronous motors and have a relay orotection
called the " slip guard relay" to orevent large motor currents when the magnetic
field is out of phase with respect to the motor shaft. This condition can occur
on a bus transfer and is the reason 1A and 1C CW pumps trioced causing a loss of

. circulating water to the condenser. Attempts to immediately restart the CV oumps
were unsuccessful.

U-l has 3 CW pumps and 2 of these are required for normal operations. Usually

either 1 A or IC and IB CW oumps are running. This lineuo helos orevent a loss of
circulating water on a bus transfer because the normal feed for 1B CW pumo is
ultimately the SAT. Prior to this event, the IB CW oumo was inocerable and con-
sequently 1A and 1C CW pumps were runnino.

Ill. PROBABALE CONSEQUENCES OF THE OCCURRENCE:
,

There was no maintenance or testing in progress that inhibited procer oerformance
-

of systems required during the event. SRV actuation and RCIC ooeration removed
decay heat f rom the reactor vessel to the suppression oool af ter the reactor was
isolated f rom the conder.ser. The HPCS system (BG) was also available as were all
the low pressure ECCS systems. RHR (BO) was placed in operation to remove heat
from the suppression pool.

The large ruoture in the boot seal caused a very rapid loss of vacuum and the
loss of circ. water probably did little to increase this rate. Attempts to rees-
tablish a vacuum after CW was regained failed to achieve even greater than 7"
of Hg backpressure which would-have oermitted use of the condenser as a heat
sink for the reactor.

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTION:

A. The "C" condenser hood boot seal was replaced per Work Request L31992.
' S* *

BA Expansion joint ES15M was not replaced because a reolacement was not avail-
,

able. Mod (fication M-1-1-84-009 capped this extraction steam line and orovided
drainage for moisture collected in the line. This modification will be removed
and a new expansion joint installed during an outage of sufficient length
following recelot of a replacement. The remaining exoansion joints in this
line and < Hose in the similar extraction steam lines from the A and B L.P.
Turbines were inspected for damage'- none was found. (AIR l-84-67018).
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C. Troubleshooting the 1 A and 1C CW pumps discovered the timing in. the f; eld
exciter circuit was permitting the "slio guard relay" to trio the cump before the;

motor had a chance to achieve the proper soeed. The timing was reset for proper!

sequencing.
t

'

V. PREVIOUS EVENTS:

None.

VI. NAME AND TELEFHONE NUMBER OF PREPARER:,

Baron S. Westphal - 815/357-6761, extension 247. ,
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Commonwealth Edison-

LaSalle County Nuclear Station
Rural Reute #1, Box 220
Marseilles, Illinois 61341
Telephone 815/357-6761

May 31, 1984

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

Reportable Occurrence Report #84-005-01, Docket #050-373 is being sub-
mitted to your office to supercede previously submitted Reportable
Occurrence Report 84-005-00.

j au
G- J. Diederich
Superintendent
LaSalle County Station

GJD/MLD/kg

Enclosure

xc: NRC, Regional Director
IllPO-Records Center
File /NRC
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